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Vancouver Fraser Port Authority: Mission and vision
Mission: To enable Canada’s trade objectives, ensuring
safety, environmental protection and consideration for local
communities
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Port jurisdiction in a complex urban environment

2.3
29

million
people

major marine
terminals

16
municipalities and several
First Nations
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Strong future growth in cargo volumes through the Port of
Vancouver

Strong operating performance despite
global supply chain challenges

•

Overall cargo volumes are up 4%
from 2020

•

Container volumes increased by
6% YTD

•

Transmountain expansion

•

High anchorage utilization rate
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Ongoing port optimization and digitalization initiatives overview

Supply Chain Visibility

Active Vessel Traffic
Management

Port Optimization &
Digitalization
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Minister of Transport news release – key elements
Vancouver Fraser Port Authority will work with partners to design, by March 31, 2022, a new
collaborative system to manage marine vessel traffic and optimize the supply chain flow for
this strategic gateway. Once implemented, this system will:
• strengthen marine safety by reducing congestion and actively managing marine traffic in the
busiest, most confined waters of the port;
• improve the efficiency and reliability of the flow of goods through this strategic gateway for all
supply chain partners;
• reduce environmental impacts, including noise impacts in Southern Resident killer whale
habitat, by limiting unnecessary vessel movements; and
• reduce negative social impacts (like ambient noise and light pollution) by reducing overall
anchorage usage in Southern British Columbia and implementing a Code of Conduct for vessels
at anchorage.

Implementation plan will include approaches to policies, procedures, practices, incentives,
technologies, information, and data-sharing.
Transport Canada will engage with VFPA for stakeholder and Indigenous consultations, and
will also consider any potential regulatory changes to support the development of AVTM.
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Program Overview: Active Vessel Traffic Management

Issue Identified

Projected Growth in
Cargo Volume & Vessel
Coordination
Complexity

Proposed Solution

More Strategic Approach
to Vessel Traffic
Management through
development of
AVTM

Desired Outcomes
1. Formalized Marine
Traffic Governance
2. Increased
Throughput Capacity
3. Reduce negative
environmental and
social impact

First Step
•

Establish marine traffic governance for tier 1 (all piloted ocean going and trade-enabling vessels)
calling on the Port of Vancouver in collaboration with CCG & PPA

•

Pilot phase Implementation of AVTM in Second Narrows by Q4-2022 to evaluate efficiency
improvements and then expand to wider port jurisdiction
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First step in AVTM program
Objective:
• Establish marine traffic governance using
prioritization and optimization principles to
improve transparency, efficiency and promote
gateway fluidity.

Current and planned activities
• Engage and consult port users, stakeholders,
public and Indigenous on system design.
• Lead the development of a clear roadmap of a
future state of operations using process
improvements and digital tools.
• Procure and implement technology to support
centralized scheduling system.
• Develop measurable goals to achieve project
outcomes.
• Ongoing review to improve efficiency, service
levels and supply chain collaboration.
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AVTM – Introduction video

https://youtu.be/gUFNW59_mPc
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Thank you
portvancouver.com

#myportcity
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